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Introduction 
 
From the introduction by Michael A. Arnzen: Welcome to one of the meatiest collections 
of grizzly, grotey, bizarro poetry you’ll come across. In other words, “the good stuff.” 
The stuff you like to read. The guilty pleasure stuff that’s hard to come by. Not the stuff 
you used to read from your lovers or childhood heroes, or the stuff you were made to read 
by your teachers or parents. The stuff you genuinely like to spend time with, musing and 
mulling and mashing. The stuff that makes you guffaw with laughter and want to read out 
loud to other unsuspecting people. 

 
 

About the Author 
 
The Troublesome Amputee was intended to be Lawson's farewell to poetry, collecting 
what remained of his work that he deemed publishable, so he could focus on his career as 
an author of fiction. This kiss-off letter was so well received that he has become primarily 
known as a poet, and as such continues to write and publish poetry on a regular basis. A 
significant contributor to this collection's success, and Lawson's subsequent reputation as 
a poet, were the award nominations it received: two for the Dwarf Stars Award, two for 
the Rhysling Award, and it went on to become a finalist for the Bram Stoker Award. 
 
 

Things to Think about While Reading 
 

This is the author's fourth poetry collection, paired up with his first: The Scars Are 
Complimentary. In this debut collection Lawson's various styles were mixed together at 
random, and while this was generally well received some readers had trouble with this 
format. Two subsequent collections limited their scope to one genre alone, but in The 
Troublesome Amputee the author revisited the notion of including the full range of his 
work in a single volume once more. Hence the three part structure which is darker at the 
beginning, transitioning to humor and extremism, followed by more literary and surreal 
work. 
 
The title poem itself was derived from the incidents surrounding the devastation of New 
Orleans in the wake of Hurricane Katrina. 
 
Several of the poems here are derived from the work of artist David Wallace, who is even 
referenced with the title "Strongest One to the Wallace." 
 
 
 



Discussion Questions 
 

In what ways has the author's technique changed between publication of The Scars Are 
Complimentary and The Troublesome Amputee? 
 
Which of the three sections in The Troublesome Amputee do you feel is most effective?  
 
Does the artwork enrich the reading experience or detract from it? 
 
Much of the work here seems to be political. Which of the pieces are, and which are just 
art? 
 
Do the many styles of the author lend to the reading a "jumpy" quality depriving the 
experience of focus? Or does this keep the reading fresh and lively? 

 
 

Books/Films/ Media that Inspired the Author 
 
Boxing Helena 
Visual artist David Wallace 
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